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ABSTRACT: The current response induced by suprathermal Landau absorption, in a
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!-INTRODUCTION

The magnetohydrodynamic stability of tokamak discharges is determined by their current and

pressure gradients [1,2]. In order to insure this stability a shaping of the current profile, by

means of radio frequency waves, has been proposed. The lower hybrid (LH) wave and its

Landau resonance with the suprathermal electrons is a major candidate for such profile control

(PC) scenarii [3-5].

Some LH profile effects have already been reported [6,7], and numerical codes have predicted

localized off axis power deposition [4,8], but due to the anomalous diffusion of the fast

electrons, the question of the relation between the non-inductive suprathermal current profile J(r)

and the LH power deposition profile Wa(r) remains an open key issue.

Up to now it has been observed that the current distribution is much broader than the predicted

power deposition. Various phenomenological models can account for this effect; usually, for a

given wave spectrum, a local equation of state [9,10] :

J(r) = T]F(r)Wa(r) (1)

( r is the radius of the considered nearly circular drift surface ) describes the effects of the

competition between the collisional relaxation and the quasi-linear excitation. The characteristic

time scale associated with this response is the electron slowing down time TS. Then this

suprathermal current is transported away via a radial diffusion taking place on a time scale T ,̂ the

anomalous confinement time of the fast electrons. Others models use a global loss term [11],

taking into account the finite lifetime of the energetic electrons. Thus the decrease of the

efficiency can be studied but this does not allow to infer the current profile which is the key

parameter of PC experiments.

A decoupling between the radial and momentum dynamics, or an averaging of one of the

processes over the dynamical variables of the other one, is allowed only if the momentum

relaxation time T5 is quite different from the radial diffusion time tj.
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When such a strong ordering holds two situations can be considered:

Ts»Td, the current carrying electrons are deconfined before having been significantly slowed

down by the plasma and a fast global loss term in the kinetic equation may account for this

situation. In the reverse case, TS«T^, the suprathermal electrons are excited and relax nearly on

the same drift surface and equation (1) is relevant to describe the current response.

Let us stress the fact that if we consider the classical collisional radial transport we obtain the

Tfj . /a\2
relation — = Of—) (p is the Larmor radius of the fast electrons and a the minor cross section of

the plasma). The radial dynamics is therefore decoupled from the momentum one and does not

significantly broaden the current profile and influence the efficiency. Here we consider the fast

fi x ?i V^,
electron anomalous transport ( — = O(l) « Qf—| ) which always dominates the electron

Ts \S>)

spatial dynamics of tokamak discharges.

In present day experiments Ts=[4TcLn(A)nerec]"^ < O(10"^)s Cn6. is the electron density, re the

classical electron radius, and c is the velocity of light), and the radial diffusion is characterized
a2 m2

by T(j = ^- < O(l)s when D, the anomalous radial diffusion, is of the order of O(l)-r- • Thus

we are in an intermediate regime where the radial and momentum dynamics are coupled because

no strong ordering between TS and TJ holds.

In this paper we shall show that, in such a weak ordering situation, the plasma suprathermal

responses, like the current, are non-local in nature, and that the efficiency defined in equation (1)

becomes a non-local kernel rç(r,r') relating, for a given spectrum, the absorbed power at r' to the

current at n

J(r) =Jdr'n(r,r')Wa(r') (2)
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The physical picture underlying this formula is the following: due to the competition between

the collisional slowing down and the anomalous radial diffusion, a fast electron excited by the

LH waves at radius r' is able to drive a significant current at radius r giving rise to non trivial

PC effects.

Non-local (i.e. spatially dispersive) response is the pertinent physical tool to describe the

suprathermal current dynamics and naturally arises through the kinetic equations. The

understanding of such a spatially dispersive response is the key to study quantitatively the PC

scenarii.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the model to be studied and set up

the equation to be solved. A general expression of the non-thermal part of the electron

distribution function is derived and discussed. Then in section 3 the current response is

investigated and the non-local efficiency is calculated, both local profile modifications and global

efficiency are considered. The current width and the decrease of the efficiency are studied. The

extension of the results of the paper to relativistic velocities and to the electron cyclotron

resonances is briefly presented in the last section where we finally give our conclusions.
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2-WAVE EXCITATION AND PLASMA RESPONSE

Let us address the problem of the dynamics of the suprathermal electron distribution during

LH current generation in a cylindrical tokamak without any prior assumption on the ordering

between the slowing down time ts and the anomalous radial diffusion time T^-

We must write a kinetic equation which describes both the momentum and spatial responses of

the considered population. The notations are as follows, p (O < p < °°) and n (-1 £ fi S 1) are the

momentum and pitch angle variables of the fast electrons, and r (O £ r £ a) is the radial location of

its guiding center. The nonthermal part of the distribution Fe(p,|i,r,t) is averaged over the

gyromotion and over the considered circular drift surface. The density of absorbed LH power is

also averaged over the drift surface and is noted Wa(p,p.,r,t). The Fokker-Planck equation

describing the coupled dynamics of the collisional, quasi-linear and anomalous radial processes

reads:

d I d (Z+l)

dp' dr' du' df Wa(P'^',r'

(3)

Rather than the M-K-S system we have taken ts as the unit of time, mec as the unit of

momentum and a as unit of length, 8 is the Dirac functional and R the major radius of the

tokamak.

Starting from the left, after the time derivative, we recognize: the electron-electron slowing

down operator, the electron-ion pitch angle scattering operator and the radial anomalous

diffusion operator. The right hand side accounts for the quasi-linear excitation of the population
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and considers this process as the classical limit of an incoherent sum of quantum kicks Op, 5n

associated with the absorption of one quantum of LH energy Wa(p,u,r,t) SnPp^Rrdt dp dr d\i.

This is simply a more convenient and completely equivalent way to write the quasi-linear operator

[12,13]; more convenient because the responses are directly expressed in term of the absorbed

power and equivalent because Wa aU[8pjj- + 8 (a.—] (F6+F0) (F0 is the equilibrium

distribution, and U the energy density of the LH wave) and an integration by parts in the RHS of

equation (3) gives the usual form of this quasi-linear relaxation : [5p*rr + 5 Hr—]u[5p<s— +

8(0.—](Fe+Fo). We have taken square density and anomalous diffusion profiles between r=0
d\i

and r=a, and assumed that the anomalous flux dominates both the collisional and wave induced

fluxes. The influence of the latter will be investigated in a forthcoming work. With the previous

definition of power density the instantaneous total power absorbed by the plasma column Wf is

given by:

WT = /87C3P2Rr dp dr du Wa(p,u,r,t).

f\
Taking advantage of the conservation of energy p , and parallel momentum pu, during the

LH absorption we obtain the elementary kicks:

s 1 s 1-u 2

SP=O- 5^ =—7—•P p^u

It will be convenient to introduce the function:

P'
H(p,p')= Ju2D(u)du, (4)

P

which is associated with the momentum dependency of the anomalous diffusion. The exact

scaling of this anomalous diffusion with the fast electron momentum is an open issue, both from

the theoretical and the experimental point of view. The conclusions of the experimental and

theoretical studies on runaway electron confinement which, in fact, are slightly more energetic
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than the suprathermal electrons of the LH experiments give D(p) = E(p)a where E is the

electron energy and a. ~ -3 [8,14]. Here, without any loss of generality, we use the unspecified

relation D(p).

Equation (3) is a 4-D problem, so rather than attempting a direct time consuming numerical

solution, we shall solve it analytically to extract the physical information relevant to the PC

scenarii. As it is a linear equation the technique of Green's functions will be used to reveal the

basic plasma responses and illuminate the key parameters which drive the dynamics.

Let us introduce the causal propagator, K, of the LHS of equation (3) which is the solution of :

r 3 1 3
tar -pT3p

,p',|i,ji1^1i',t.t
t) = K(p,p',u^',r,r',t,t'), K(p,p',^', UM,t') =0 (5)

(9 is the Heaviside function), this propagator describes the dynamics of an electron created at

(p',|X'/,t') and by direct substitution it can be checked that the solution of equation (3) is :

Jp'V dp' dr' dji' df Wa(p',ji',r',t')[Sp'^r+ OH'^^p.p'.jl.H'.r.r'.t.t').

On the basis of an expansion on the eigenfunctions of the various operators, and after some

lengthly algebra, we can obtain the solution of equation (5) as follows:



D'3 O3K = 9(t-o OH—-- t+

Jn(kr) Jn(kr')V ^ V L0TTf... ."! -D-HH-IA^-H; J I k T J J ( J D T ' )
IS(2l+l)e- k H<P'P>(2r) 2 ^-J^g-

J0, J1 and P| are the Bessel and Legendre functions, I are integers and k the solutions of

JQ(k)=0. The basic identities used to obtain K are recalled in appendix A.

This propagator displays the intricate coupling between the various processes, the Dirac

function describes the usual slowing down on the thermal electrons while the Legendre

polynomials account for the electron-ion pitch angle scattering and the Bessel functions for the

anomalous radial diffusion. The build-up of the steady state profile can be infered from K, in

particular for a given p1 (Le. a given wave parallel index N=(PJI) ), fine radial details of the

order of 0(p) are erased by the diffusion if k2H(p,p') » 1, that is to say, disappear on a time

1 j
scale t such thatH((N"3-3t)3!1N~l) » —s- and, for example, taking D constant gives the result

k*
a2

x = -4—
k2D

Rather than pursuing an investigation of this transient build-up of the profile we shall consider

the major question to be answered in PC experiments: what is the steady-state current

distribution associated with a given LH power deposition profile? To address this problem we

consider the steady-state Green's function G which is the solution of:



G(p.,p',n,n', l,r') = O.

On the basis of the previous time-dependent study this Green's function allows us to express

the steady-state non-thermal part of the distribution function as:

Fe(p,M = fp'2r' dp1 dr1 d|i' Wa(p',H',r' (6)

This steady-state Green's function G can be calculated by integrating the previous expression of

K over the time variable, the final result being:

G = e(p'-p) (21 +1) e

(7)

Equations (6) and (7) are the central results of this paper and will be used in the next section to

study the current profiles. It must be noted, in passing, that most of the non-thermal responses of

the plasma (poloidal beta, cyclotron radiation, bremsstrahlung, self inductance...) can also be

investigated with these equations.
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3-CURRENT PROFILE AND EFFICIENCY

On the basis of equations (6) and (7) the current density J(r) and the global efficiency T] can be

calculated with :

J27irdrJ(r)

J(r) = q /27Cp3U, dp a\i Fe(p,^,r), T] =

where q is the electron charge. Up to this stage we can easily recover the usual (local) Fisch

efficiency by taking D = O and Wa(p,|j.,r) =WT — - — 5-5^ - 5(|o.-l), this last expressionz

stems from the fact that most of the power is absorbed near |i=l [10,13], and takes into account

the resonance condition of the fast electrons with the narrow spectrum of LH waves. The final

result

4qN'2

F 2jiR(Z+5)

completely agrees with the usual one, so let us turn to D * O. As explained in the introduction, a

convenient and natural way to extend the concept of efficiency is to introduce a non-local

efficiency x as follows:

J(r) = q g K P 1 R r ' dp' dr' du'Wa(p,n,r')

The physical interpretation of q% is straightforward: when one Watt of LH power is deposited

on the drift surface r' with the index N = P"1, qx(p,l,r,r') gives the amount of Ampere per

square meter driven on the drift surface r. On the basis of equations (6) and (7) we get:
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P
F i d c T fj . fP'~"l -K~tH.p,pj-r^F[n5pgF+5n] Idp'l^le . (8)

O

This non-local kernel, which is an original result, displays the proposed type of dispersive

response introduced in equation (2) if we restrict our study to a narrow wave packet with parallel

index N = p~* and assume U=I, where most of the power is absorbed. The response to a broad

spectrum being a sum over each spectral component, in the following we shall note this

elementary, narrow wave packet, non-local response, as x(r,r').

The general formula (8) provides an efficient way to compute the current profile on the basis

of the power deposition profile, which is the usual output of the ray tracing and full wave LH

codes. Figure 1 displays this non-local response %(T,aJ2) (up to a 2TtR^ factor) with Z=I , N =

2, and D(p) = 0.1 (1), 1.0 (2), 10.0 (3) Cwe have used 20 Bessel functions to obtain a good

accuracy and the third curve is multiplied by a factor 10). We can identity two regimes on this

figure:

When D is weak the anomalous diffusion induces a broadening of the current deposition and no

significant losses (except if T'~ a), in this regime the current can be characterized by its width

which can be defined as follows:

fdr

Jdr rX(r,r')

In the other regime, when D increases the profile is nearly proportional to JQ(2.4r) and the

relevant physical information is the global efficiency i\ defined previously.

We shall study these two quantities: the widui of the current distribution F associated with a

narrow radial power deposition ( up to a convolution with a broad deposition this will give us a
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simple tool to calculate the current width), and the ratio of the global efficiency TJ to the Fisch

efficiency .

These two numbers will reveal the basic scaling of the local (F) and global (TI) effects due to

the coupling between the radial and momentum dynamics and will completely characterize the

situation in the two complementary regimes.

The concept of current width is meaningful only if the fast electrons are relatively well

confined, that is to say if H(p',p) is small, thus in order to calculate F in the first regime we

perform a multipolar expansion of the non-local efficiency with respect to the expansion

parameter «V I — . The first term will give the usual efficiency Tj13 and the second one will
\Td

account for the broadening of the current distribution.

The first factor of this expansion gives F=O and corresponds to the local Fisch efficiency, the

second one embodies the diffusion effects:

P
rt

(9)

Taking a constant radial diffusion D= — and going back to the MKS units, we find the basic

scaling:
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r _ K 7
a \ Td 2(Z+82(Z+8)N3 '

f "*•

/ ts~r=a-V I ——, which , according to the previous discussion , is valid if TS < 20 Td. If Td <
V 20ld

0.05 TS r » a and the current profile is proportional to Jo(2.4r) regardless of the power

deposition. In this poorly confined regime the concept of current width does not make any sense

and the relevant physical information is contained in the efficiency T). To calculate this quantity

we can restrict the k sum of the equation (10) to its first term and we find:

The maximum efficiency is obtained when the power is deposited on the magnetic axis, ie when

the non-inductive current is created far from the boundary surface where the ultimate losses take
a2 1place, we shall take r' = O, D = — as previously and perform a ^ asymptotic expansion of the

p' sum. This leads to the scaling:

JL = N3(Z+5) Td
Tip 2k3J!(k) T8 '

In this regime the natural expansion parameter is not *\/^- as previously but — and
Tc

FTis not -\ / — as
\Td

Td
as T] « 4 Tip — this approximation is valid if Td < 0.25 TS.

Let us summarize the situation. If Td » Ts/20 then F< a is given by equation (9) and TJ ~T]p

(provided that the LH power is deposited near the plasma center ), if TJ « Ts/4 then T= a and T]

is given by equation (10). Thus in the regime 0.05TS < td < 0.25TS we must use the full
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non-local response x(r,r') in order to infer the current profile. Care must be taken when using the

previous bounds between the various regimes because they are associated with the pecular

scaling D(p)=constant and are modified if D(p) is allowed to vary with p: they must be

considered as rough order of magnitude.
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4-CONCLUSION

As a matter of conclusion let us briefly give the prescriptions to extend the previous results to

the relativistic energies and to the cyclotron resonances.

When the considered suprathennal electrons are relativistic the Green's function G can be

obtained simply by the straightforward substitution of 7\s\up5(-2) \b(\f(y-
. J

, 11;Y+D) T, 1 in Place of I S1 2 ,where y is the

relativistic energy y= V 1+p2 [13,15], with this modification we must use the function D( 7) and

the factor H( y, V) to couple the radial and energy dynamics.

Similarly the n* harmonic electron cyclotron (E.C) P.C can be investigated if we consider
Y Y(I • U^ - nY/Y)the elementary kick Sp = — , SLL =— - 1« - — instead of the previous one (Y is the ratio
P

of the cyclotron frequency to the injected one) [13]. A detailed investigation of the relativistic

E.C.P.C and particularly the expression of F is left to a future work because for such a

perpendicular heating trapping effects may be important.

To conclude we have studied the problem of current generation without any prior assumption

on the competition between radial diffusion and momentum slowing down. Clearly three regimes

can be considered t^ > ts where the current can be characterized by its spatial extent F, T^ < (es

where the non-inductive current occupies the whole plasma column, and T^ ~ ts where a

non-local response %(r,r') is the only way to quantify the coupled dynamics. This non-local

formalism is a pertinent and efficient framework to assess the potentialities of the L.H.P.C under

realistic conditions.

In present day LH experiments the observed efficiency is in agreement with the theoretical
scaling of TU, the two effects of the suprathermal electron lifetime: current broadening and
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decrease of the efficiency, which are described by X(r>r')> appears to be consistent with the

experiments when the order of magnitude TJ = O[10 ms] is used in the previous equations.
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APPENDIX -A-

In this appendix we recall three basic representations of the Dirac function which are used in the

derivation of the propagator K:

I=O
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG 1: Non local response as a function of the radius r, when the power is deposited at r'=a/2,

N=2, Z=I, D=O-I (1), 1. (2), 10. (3) ( this last curve is multiplied by a factor 10).
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